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Editorial
Here is wishing you all a happy new year and I trust we will have a little brighter aeromodelling
year ahead. It’s in the lap of the gods though the way covid is currently behaving, we just have
to cross our fingers hope for the best.
Thanks to our Chairman the Zoom AGM was completed without too much fuss and SAM1066 is
up and running again with the same crew steering the ship. I completely forgot about the
meeting, for that I apologise. Roger picked up the slack and his report on the meeting follows.
I have listed the relevant meetings from the FF Tech Committee’s published Calendar, there
will be additions when some of the club meetings are finalised. Croydon Wakefield day, Croydon
Coupe and the Crookham Gala have yet to be announced.
OK so much for the editorial waffle, what is in this issue of the NC for your delectation?
In the never ending search for content I cast my mind back to sometime over 20 odd years
ago to the time that our founder David Baker put together an aeromodelling exhibition in his
local Library. I dug into my old photo albums and produced a few pics of the event.
The Pylonius piece has a bit of a poke at UK flying conditions and international team uniforms.
Nick Peppiatt weighed in early with his ‘Shed Times 7’, to hopefully allay my editors twitch. He
continues with the trimming of his Cessna 195.
1947 Model Aircraft’s ‘News Review’ announces their new plans service, has extensive results
on Italian competition and details for a wind tunnel, suggesting it would be a good club project.
John Taylor unearthed a few bits and bobs on the Bournemouth MAS giving a flavour of this
historic club which sadly like many more is now desperately short of members.
Another paper airplane from the Nick Robinson book is offered, I’ve never tried to make one,
I suppose I ought to have a go. Do any of you guys try them out?
My visit to the B’ham club’s indoor meeting is my offering this issue. Did not do much but it
was good to be there, felt like things might be returning to something akin to normal.
Engine analysis this month comprises two engines. The annual published them without power
curves so I fitted in the two of them.
Roy Tiller our archivist continues delving into our old magazines and has picked out early issues
of the Practical Mechanics magazine when model aircraft plans began to appear.
Roger Newman found a full blown article in ‘Flight’ magazine, reporting on the 1952 Northern
Heights Gala held at Hawkers Langley airfield.
Roger with the help of others sorted out the extensive stock of vintage Wakefields built by
the late Robin Kimber. These models need to find good homes to continue their active use.
Maybe the 2022 Centenary Exhibition could house one or two.
I intended to reproduce a 1956 Aeromodeller article on the ‘Havard’ but reproduction was poor
so I ferreted out a few details off the internet to form my own article.
We sadly report the passing of yet another of our ever dwindling vintagents, Lindsey Smith.
Lindsey a long-time supporter of SAM1066 and one of our influential contacts with the military.
His good offices with authorities at Middle Wallop helped David Baker to run the events at
this idyllic venue in the society’s hey-days.
I’ve put in a bit of extra content in the shape of pictorial memories of Wallop at its best.
Finally we wrap up with our secretary’ monthly report and plans.

Editor
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AGM Minutes

-

Roger Newman

SAM 1066 AGM for 2020/2021
As a consequence of Covid 19, there was no AGM in 2020. The AGM covering the period
2020/2021 was held as a remote meeting using the web based Zoom facility.
A total of 19 members responded to the Zoom invitation issued by our Chairman (to whom
grateful thanks are given by the Secretary, as his knowledge of such things is in the region of
zero!). 10 members enrolled with one apology.
The Chairman opened the meeting by welcoming those signed into the Zoom arena. He stated
that as all Officers reports had previously been published in the most recent New Clarion,
there was no merit in Officers re-reading their reports. There were no comments.
The Treasurer stated that the only expense of any significance was for website expenditure.
The few meetings that have been held in this period have been self-financing (note that no
flying field licence fees have been incurred). Given the current balance & level of expenditure,
the Club should be able to operate for another three years without any significant injection of
funds. There was one minor correction to the published accounts, due to a typing error
regarding a date.
The statement of accounts was then proposed, seconded & unanimously approved.
All Officers of the Committee were re-elected via a unanimous vote.
Annual subscriptions remain at a zero fee.
In AOB, the Membership Secretary commented on the problems encountered recently with
the Club website provider & the website, but recommended staying with the provider on the
time honoured basis of the devil you know… This view was generally supported, however Mike
Woodhouse suggested that a check is made with the BMFA Club Support Officer (Andy
Symons) as the BMFA offers Club website support. The Membership Secretary will follow up
on this suggestion.
It was noted by the Secretary that there appears to be little new on the (Drone) regulation
front that will have any further short term detrimental effect on model flying in the near
future.
Regarding the 2022 competition program, it was noted that SAM 1066 would continue to
collaborate with Croydon Club in events at Easter (Wakefield Day & the Autumn (Coupe Day).
No dates have yet been set for these meetings as the publication of the FFTC calendar is
awaited.
A date of Sunday 24th July has been confirmed for a Cagnarata Day at RAF Colerne (courtesy
of the South Bristol Club & subject to a licence being granted).
Tentative enquiries about possible use of Middle Wallop have made little progress – the only
mildly positive comment was that “the door remains ajar, but the prospects remain low. It is
possible that a meeting date could be set at short notice” (quite how a licence application can
be made & processed in a short time scale is a challenge that will have to be taken up if the
situation arises).
There being no other business the meeting was closed by the Chairman, who thanked everyone
for their participation.

Roger Newman, secretary
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Recollections

-

John Andrews

Way back in the late 1990’s David Baker, our founder, put on a week-long exhibition of model
aircraft in the foyer of the library on the first floor of the Weston Favell Centre. I’m not sure
of the year but the little guy in the photograph below is my grandson who is now 27 years old.

David had put on an exhibition once before but it was this second one that I got involved in.
The foyer was quite large as can be seen from the photographs, which incidentally are scans
of faded film camera prints and which produce somewhat less than perfect pictures.

5
David had sourced models from all and sundry, there was even one of George Fuller’s
Dixielanders. For my part I had provided my R/C Majestic Major but it was my other inputs
that were somewhat different.
First up I borrowed a very large box tv set from John Bickerstaffe, which incidentally took
some getting up to the first floor library, and coupled with a VHS tape player there were
continuous videos of various model aircraft subjects being played for the spectators. At that
time I had been making videos to show at my radio club’s monthly meetings, quite a few were
Free-Flight oriented as the majority of my R/C club were not fully conversant with FF.
The stand was manned each day by a couple of 1066ers who answered queries etc.

6
My second input to the exhibition was quite entertaining. There was a lot of space in the foyer
where the exhibition was staged and I erected a round-the-pole pylon and on the end of about
an eight foot length of nylon fishing line was my Polystyrene winged Hangar Rat. The model
would take off and do several circuits before landing again. The Rat was trimmed for righthand FF circles and I flew it anti-clockwise around the pole. Worked a treat.

Visitors to the Library showed great interest in the exhibits and many members of Joe Public
left much wiser to the activities of Aeromodellers. It’s impossible to gauge whether anyone
would have been moved towards taking up the hobby. Some folk had been modellers in their
youth and the exhibition brought back memories, perhaps one or two may have started up again,
who knows. I do not recall if David managed to recruit any new members.
It was a worthwhile exercise and good fun.
John Andrews
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Extract from Model Aircraft January 1953
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Shed Times 7

-

Nick Peppiatt

Earl Stahl Cessna 195 and ESC flashing
In the November edition of NC I reported that initial flight trials were less than satisfactory,
mainly because of the behaviour of the throttle. I found that the problem was with the
electronic speed control (ESC), itself. At higher throttle settings the motor speed gradually
slows down. Closing and opening the throttle repeats the process. Deep in the reviews of this
Banggood supplied ‘SimonK Program Supportable Brushless 10A ESC’, I found a mention of a
similar problem. It appears that the firmware in some versions of the ESC is not quite correct
and the solution is to flash the ESC illustrated by the mysterious comments: - ‘I flashed two
of these ESC's with tgy_8mhz.hex and now they work properly. They go full throttle and stay
there. It's not easy to connect to these ESC's but it only has to be done once.’ I’m not sure I
should be reporting such activities as flashing in this august publication, but, in fact, I found
that it involves connecting six pins of the Atmel Atmega8 chip to a computer loaded with
suitable software through a programmer plugged into a USB port.

Cessna 195 nose, with cowling removed to show
the battery location, behind the brushless motor.
The ESC is located in the compartment.
behind the firewall

The offending ESC. The battery plugs into the
red JST socket, the black plug goes on the pins of the
Rx throttle channel (or free-flight timer)
and the three blue wires feed the brushless motor.

I tackled the problem with the Cessna in two ways. The easier one was to acquire a Hobby King
10A ESC and fit that to the model, since when it has flown successfully with a number of ten
minute plus flights. Fortunately, with the removable wing and nose cowl, replacing the ESC did
not turn out to be a major task. The removable cowl allows the battery to be fitted, and the
removable wing obviously also helps in the storage of the model.
However, I also found the challenge of fixing something that was not working properly
irresistible. Robert Cowan’s video SimonK Firmware Flashing Tutorial (Brushless Drive) YouTube was a great help in providing an excellent starting point in de-mystifying what was
required. This video has links to a firmware flashing tutorial on RCGroups, which is very useful
as, amongst much else, it includes a diagram of the pin locations of the Atmega8 chip, photos
of many ESCs showing contact pad locations, and a spread sheet of compatible ESCs, but I
could not find this particular one!
The heat shrunk cover over the offending ESC must first be cut away and the six programming
contact pads located. The next photo shows the programming contact pads for this particular
ESC. It appears that many speed controllers use this Atmega8 chip, but the configurations of
the boards vary considerably, as do the locations of the contact pads.
These pads must be connected to a USBASP programmer, which are remarkably inexpensive
(much less than a tenner), by temporarily soldering wires to them.
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RST

10A ESC showing locations of the six contact pads for firmware
flashing the Atmega8 chip on the right, using a programmer

USBASP programmer with ribbon cable
to the six pin connector.

Six pin connector with wires to connect to the ESC, right.
The connector has labels corresponding
to the required contact pads

The next step is to download suitable software for both the USBASP programmer and the
firmware flashing program. Both these are available for free. The drivers are from Zadig USB driver installation made easy (akeo.ie) and the flashing program from
en:modellbau:kkmulticopterflashtool [lazyzero.de] .There is a useful RCgroups thread on this
flash tool at KKmulticopter Flash Tool - RC Groups .Of course, this did not all work
straightaway. The access in the Flash Tool to the repository of the SimonK firmware files was
not working at the time of use, but there was a link to them in the RCGroups thread (Post
#1153) Die Molls - f.k.a. chrmoll.de [lazyzero.de]. The tgy_2015-04-19.zip file, which appeared
to be the most recent, was downloaded to my PC, extracted, and accessed using the
KKmulticopter Flash Tool program. The required tgy_8mhz.hex file was among the many listed.
The other required inputs are the programmer (USBASP clone) and controller (Atmega 8 based
brushless ESC). The initial runs of the flash tool did not get very far.
From some of the comments on the RCGroups thread I determined that the red lettering
indicated that the programmer was not properly set up with its driver.
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When using the Zadig driver tool it is necessary to fit the programmer in the USB port, list
the devices using the Options menu, select USBasp and the driver. For my Windows 10 PC, I
found the libusbK driver worked. Once this driver was installed, I ran the KKmulticopter Flash
Tool and, mirabile dictu, it ran with white lettering and concluded ‘Flashing of firmware was
successful’. A hardware test on the ESC showed that this was indeed the case and the throttle
response was now as required.
Zadig driver insta

program

llation

KKmulticopter Flash Tool, showing successful flashing.

I think this exercise provides another example of what a wonderful hobby we have. The pursuit
of getting a miniature aircraft that you have built to fly can take you into areas that you would
otherwise be totally unaware of and be reluctant to venture into. In contrast to my comments
last month about the lack of information on the Z Model compressed air motor, these days, of
course, this process is helped by access to the vast resources of the internet and the invaluable
input of its combined contributors.
Happy New Year, and may your modelling adventures be even more fulfilling than mine!

Nick Peppiatt
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Blast from the Past

-

Model Aircraft January 1947
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Model Aircraft January 1947
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Bournemouth MAS

-

John Taylor

Just a few bits and bobs about the society.

(The following as an extract from Alex Imrie’s article on the society published in the Aeromodeller February 1993)
I don't know whether it Is due to something in the air of Bournemouth, or to some peculiar merit in its open spaces, but the
fact is well established that this pleasant health resort is one of the most active centres of model aviation interest we have
in this country,* So wrote the editor of *The Model Engineer* Percival Marshall on June 9 1932. He was referring to the
Bournemouth Model Aircraft Society (BMAS) a club that owed much to the enterprise of its chairman G F Baster and the
efforts of its founder and Hon Sec H F Weller. It was the enthusiasm that these gentlemen infused into the members that
made the BMAS one of the foremost assemblies of aeromodellers of the time and was a situation that would extend into
later years.
The BMAS was founded on 11 October 1930, as a practical, living memorial to officers and men who lost their lives in the
accident to the large British rigid airship R.101 which crashed at Beauvais in Northern France on 5 October, Among the
48 who died in this greatest of all air disasters up to that time was the President of the SMAE Sir W Sefton Brancker.
Present day readers may see this as a strange reason for the formation of a model aeroplane club, but one has to
understand the severe shock to the nation and the even more staggering blow to the aeronautical world that the loss of
R.101 was.
The BMAS initially comprised six members but after 12 months this had increased to 36 and by the end of 1932 the Society
had some 50 members and was the only local body, with interests solely devoted to aeronautics.

The Society had its own circulating library, meetings being held twice a month (Friday evenings), and flying meeting were
held at Wallisdown every weekend (Saturday afternoons and Sunday mornings) even during the winter months.
At the first AGM it was reported: "In spite of adverse weather, excellent flying had been witnessed at Wallisdown during
the year, including some of the best duration flights made by any model aeroplanes in the country. The standard of
workmanship displayed by members was high, the machines designed and produced by members had enabled the Society
to gain second place in the SMAE Inter-Club contest (Farrow Shield). One machine (G F Easter's 'Whale1) had established
a British record. The Club spirit had been very prominently displayed and had, no doubt, played a very important part in
the Society’s accomplishments.
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In The Beginning
Gordon Merrifield's interest In mode! aeroplanes started in the late 1920s when he
was given a ready-to-fly stick mode! as a Christmas present. This was probably a
Warneford model although several other makes were on the market at the time.
The simplicity of the stick layout inspired Gordon to make other models of this variety
and he also built A and T frame twin pushers with bentwood propellers as well as
tractor models. All of these were, of course made from the materials common at the
time, birch, spruce, plywood, piano wire and silk, and there not being any magazines
available devoted to the hobby, his knowledge was gleaned from the then infrequent
coverage of model aeronautics in the pages of "The Model Engineer**.
It was inevitable that modellers ploughing their lonely furrows met up with each other
and a giant step forward for Gordon happened when he joined the BMAS shortly after
it had been formed, This was his introduction to balsa and tissue construction,
although in his early days with the Society many models were still of the
hardwood and silk sort. The adherence to the traditional British materials was
due in part to the majority of Modellers considering that the new-fangled balsa
wood was 'unsuitable for the British climate',
The stick models had gradually given way to models with built-up fuselages
and these with their fretted plywood formers, still generally of hardwood
construction, were heavier and of lesser performance than the emerging
balsa models and were known at the time as 'heavyweight' models, but as
we all know balsa was here to stay. In a letter Gordon comments on the relative
scarcity of model photographs from the early period, Cameras were not nearly
so common of course and were in general much less sophisticated and less
suitable for taking pictures of models, I did develop an interest in photography
and started taking pictures of my models as they were constructed.
Pictures of models in flight though were difficult with those Box Camera
lenses, slow shutter speeds and slow films. A small and meaningless speck
in the sky being the usual result.
The Heath Glider Trophy 1933

After Maurice Hunt died in 1974, the Heath Glider Trophy, he had won outright in the early
1930's, passed into the care of his son Clifford. A few weeks before the Bournemouth Club
Rally in 2007 we were searching for a trophy for the Classic Glider free flight competition.
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Out of the blue a week before the event I had a surprise phone call from Clifford Hunt asking
if I would like the trophy back. We had no idea of its existence and were pleased to receive
its return. And quite a trophy it turned out to be. So the trophy was used at our 2007 rally.
Our annual free flight rally was started in 1998 by Pete Redhead. It proved to be one of the
highlights of the competition calendar, always held at Middle Wallop, the home of Vintage and
Classic free flight competition. In 2012 the rally had grown in popularity and too big for our
dwindling membership to manage. At this time we were also required to undertake risk
assessment and all the attendant Health and Safety requirements. So reluctantly we
discontinued the rally.
The trophy was loaned to SAM 1066 and competitions for the trophy were held up to 2015.
With the closure of Middle Wallop for all free flight flying the Bournemouth club have decided
to loan the Heath Glider Trophy to Chris Hague. It was competed for in his 600res. glider
competition. This seems very appropriate as most competitors are designing, flying and
developing their own models. It is just this kind of endeavour that the original donor, Mr Heath,
wished to encourage.
A Few More Thoughts
It’s interesting to note the attire of Maurice Hunt when out with his model. Anoraks and jeans
were not invented then I suppose.
After Maurice won the Heath Trophy outright he presented the club with another trophy for
Gliders which we still have, it’s a chrome plated glider 7” wingspan mounted on a dome shaped
plinth.
When the old Heath Trophy was lent to the Wessex Aeromodellers’ League for the 600RES
model competition we saw real aeromodelling re-appear. The competition was for R/C Gliders
up to 2.4M span. Radio control was rudder, elevator and spoiler (optional), hence the RES.
All models used the Multiplex Permax 600 can motor and the same 7 cell 2200 battery pack
driving the Graupner 9” x 4.5” folding prop.

Models are launched in groups of 4 and the timekeepers would count down 25 seconds power
run after which all motors are switched off. The last model down took 4 points, the first 1
point. The rounds were arranged so that everyone got to fly against everyone else. Times were
not the decider, it was the flyer who could find the best air in any round.
There was a max of 10 minutes. The popularity grew locally and flyers started to design and
build their own models. Realising that lightweight models flew best, foam models were sidelined and it was refreshing to see the ingenuity of genuine model engineers once again.
Unfortunately the competitions ceased when the organiser Chris Hague stepped down.
John Taylor, Chairman Bournemouth MAS
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Paper Airplane: One-Way Tray

-

Nick Robinson
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Leasowes Indoors December

-

John Andrews

We, that is Rachel & I, decided to go to the South B’ham Club’s indoor meeting at Leasowes
High School gym in Halesowen on Saturday 11th December 2021. We were not able to attend
the second meeting at this new venue in November as we were in Louth at my granddaughters
wedding. Not remembering the times from the first October meeting, I looked in the New
Clarion at the meetings add, Whoops!! no times, had to ring Pat Shepherd to find out what time
to be there. (add now corrected)
We loaded up the car with the indoor
flight box and a couple of ‘Legal Eagles’ to
amuse myself with, fired up the Sat-Nav
and set off around 1-00pm. The sat-nav
wants us to go up the M6, over the top of
B’ham and drop down the M5 to the venue.
I do not like that route as its too
congested and I go south around the
bottom of B’ham on the M40 & M42. It’s
quite amusing listening to the lady under
Miss-trial
the dashboard trying desperately to turn
us around to follow her route. We travel about 12 miles before she gives up and gets onto my
way of thinking. It was a miserable drive in rain and we get into the hall with wet boxes, not a
good start.
I set up with a couple of school tables and then
my winding jig loses one side panel when I fit it
to the table. Repairs hampered by lack of cyno
kicker, empty squitter. After sticking relaxed
about then and settled down for a cup of tea
and a batch from Rachel’s ever ready snack bag.
I was ready to fly having looked back in my
flight log book and fitted a 14” x 110” motor but
it was the 15minute R/C slot and the air had
quite a few ‘Night Vapors’ flitting about so I had
to wait.
Eventually the air cleared and I jumped up from
my chair (ha! ha!) and put about 800 turns onto
‘Miss-trial’s motor. Wandered out onto gym
floor and cast the model into the air (just gently
released it actually). Flew away a treat so the
long sojourn in the damp garage had not affected the model in any way. It’s a wonder as there
is no dope on the tissue, just stuck on, not even pre-shrunk.
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I had one or two more flights working up to about 1,400 turns, every one rock steady. No idea
of the times, I never unlimbered the stopwatch, but I doubt the best would have been much
over two minutes. Got real high, just below the lights, text book flights really and still in trim
after about nine years. I built it and flew it at Boulby in the 2012 Indoor Nationals, came
second or third if memory serves.
Next modeller but one to me, name of John Cooper I’ve been informed, had a beautiful scale
Sopwith biplane. I could not recall his name as I’m hopeless with names and I’m not sure I’ve
seen him before anyway. Model flew pretty well, after a persistent stall was ironed out

In the final R/C slot things got a little hectic, Colin
Shepherd’s ‘Night Vapor’ wandered off to dump itself
further down the hall after Colin had made repeated
attempts to loop the model.
Eric Hawthorn managed to get his tangled up in the hall
divider netting and it took the combined efforts of the
hall staff and a couple of roach pole wielding modellers
quite some time to free it. I do not know if it got
damaged but as the model is no longer in production
spares will be difficult to find. I’ve just been on the
internet and I found a boxed spare airframe at £50. I
also saw several new models offered for sale at prices
from £130 to £160, old new stock one assumes.
Pat
seen
here
guarding the raffle
prizes prior to the
uproar that was heard
when the man in
charge of draw, Mick
Chilton, drew his own
ticket.
It was good to see
quite a few flyers at the meeting, bodes well for next year
and keeps the meetings viable.

John Andrews
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Engine Analysis: Byra 1.5cc
& Schlosser 2.5cc

-

Aeromodeller Annual 1957-58

Aeromodeller Annual 1957-58
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The DBHLibrary (Magazines)

-

Roy Tiller

Report No. 131
Our earliest magazines continued.
Continuing with a look at the earliest magazines held in the library we come to Practical
Mechanics, another magazine with a very broad range of content and a quite small amount of
aeromodelling interest. Our earliest near complete issue is that of December 1935 published
by George Newnes Ltd. and edited by F. J. Camm. This is Vol III No 27, so working back on the
assumption
that
publication was monthly
the first issue would
have been late 1933.
Not surprisingly our
earliest items are in the
form of photocopied
pages
of
the
aeromodelling content.
This starts with the
October 1933 issue
which has an article by
Camm titled “EngineDriven Model Aircraft”. This reads as a broad based review and includes pictures of the
author’s compressed-air engine and side views of a couple of petrol engine models, both
designed by E. W. Twinning, to be described in future issues.
Next we have just a couple of pages from the January
1934 issue with the concluding part of instructions on
building “A Model Aeroplane of the Flying Spar Type”
but with no designer’s name given.
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It would seem to be a Twin Pusher, probably not an A Frame but a T type, comprised of a single
motor stick and a braced cross piece to hold the propeller shaft bearings.
Details are given of a twin winder and the motor hook arrangement on the model which reveals
that at this time there was no thought of stretch winding. It looks as though a very steady
hand is required of the winder and his assistants. Specifications of the rubber motors were
given in an earlier issue, but the author advises here that the motors should take 600 turns,
achieved by 200 turns on his 3-1 ratio winder. Readers are advised to carefully check the ratio
between big and little wheels of
their winder.
Next, October 1934, again just
photocopies, in this case rather
pale. Dimensioned plans, for the
reader to produce his own full
size
plans,
and
building
instructions are given for a 32”
span Fuselage Model Biplane

designed by M. R. Knight.
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The November 1935 issue has an article entitled “Building a Balsa Model Aeroplane” which
describes the Australian Wakefield which came fifth in that years Wakefield Contest held in
England. The model is called the “Milton Special” and was proxy “flown by Mr. S. R. Crow, the
English Autogiro record holder, its best time being 3 minutes 33.5 seconds.”

Who was this designer and builder of the model that came fifth in the Wakefield Contest?
Nowhere in the article does it tell us, the caption to the photo above reads “Showing the
finished model in the hands of a model aeroplane enthusiast.” He would not have been very
enthusiastic about Practical Mechanics reporting if he ever read it, let us make amends with
a “Good on yer mate” to Mr. Milton Boss.
Returning now to the December 1935 issue which I describe above as near complete, we have
a total of 98 pages including the front cover but the back cover and perhaps more is missing.
The cover announces that this is a “Great Christmas Double Number” with “Ingenious ideas for
HOME ENTERTAINMENT, Magic, Theatricals, Radio, Chemistry, Electricity Etc.”
Not a lot of promise for the aeromodeller and so it proves to be. A two page article describes
“A new 4 Cylinder Model Aeroplane and Boat Engine”
The author, F. J. Camm reports on the purchase of
two French CO2 engines powered by Sparklet bulbs
but he found it difficult to obtain a reasonable
duration of run. He then tried a Japanese made 4
cylinder engine imported from America. This engine
required a high pressure supply of “AC.CO Gas”
derived from a brass container filled with carbide and
dry ice and then inverted, best left to the boats
Captain C. E. Bowden is allocated two pages to
describe his 5ft wing span biplane, the Bowden Mouse
powered by a 10cc engine and that’s it for this month!
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The first aeromodelling on any of our covers
of Practical Mechanics is found on the issue
of May 1938 and again on the June issue. This
was to publicise a competition with a first
prize of £20 cash, and I am sure that they
meant cash, four big white fivers arriving by
registered post. The accompanying article is
not signed off nor is there a designers name
on the full size blueprint supplied with the
magazine.

The article is written in the first person and suggests that the writer is the designer, so
presumably the editor F. J. Camm designed the model Hawker Hurricane whereas it was his
brother Sydney Camm, Chief Designer of Hawker Aircraft who designed the prototype, an
early example of “just in time” supply.
Before we leave Practical Mechanics, let me give a thank you to Geoff Smith and Roger Newman
for recently and respectively donating and delivering to the library a further1938 issue.
Roy Tiller, tel 01202 511309, Email roy.tiller@ntlworld.com

Roy Tiller
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Vintage Flight Magazine

-

Roger Newman

Flight Magazine almost 70 years ago, see who won the ‘Fairey Cup’, none other than our ex
Treasurer Ed Bennett. His two flight total was 566seconds, (average 4-43 per flight).

Roger Newman
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Robin Kimber’s Wakefields

-

Roger Newman

The Wakefields of the late Robin Kimber
or a slightly humorous tale of what can be possible with some help from friends!
Robin was an extremely good & prodigious builder & flyer of model aeroplanes, in particular of
gliders & rubber powered models.

Pic provided by Andrew Longhurst: If I recall correctly, the model held by Robin is a Fullerton
Gliders are to be the subject of a separate discourse, suffice to say for now that 9 have been
retrieved & passed on to others skilled in the art of glider flying & in possession of legs worthy
to get them aloft. This just leaves 22 (I think) to try & identify then to place with those also
capable of towing & with adequate legs & lungs. The subject matter of this short note is to
explore his Wakefields.
In this context, I have to pay tribute to the sterling efforts of Sue Kimber, who has been
most generous of her time in sorting Robin’s many models, collecting all the component parts
together and equally generous in allowing them to be passed (hopefully) to other modellers, to
Richard Fryer who ably assisted Sue & carried on the good work of piecing together a lot of
the component parts. Last but not least to a splendid team effort by Andrew Longhurst, Nick
Peppiatt & Ray Elliott who I called upon to take advantage of their extensive knowledge of
these models such that a large proportion of them were eventually identified.
Where did it all start? Whilst chatting to Richard at one of our gatherings, he mentioned that
he had managed to place quite a few vintage coupes from Robin’s host of models, but that there
seemed to be an inexhaustible quantity of other models remaining & he wasn’t really sure of
how to dispose of them.
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Now Robin & Sue lived in a small village deep in the Cotswolds & Richard lives in Cheltenham,
both locations as it happens are “almost” on my route home when I stay with my sister-in-law
in Ledbury, so in a rush of blood to the head I said I would be happy to call in on Sue with
Richard & see what I could do to help. Thus on my next visit to Ledbury, I diverted to visit Sue
& Richard on the way home to be confronted with a plethora of model aeroplane components.
We tackled gliders first as Sue & Richard had managed to put together quite a few matching
wings, tails & fuselages – more of that on another occasion. Anyway, after the gliders & another
visit to Ledbury, came the Wakefields. Now whilst Robin knew precisely what went with what
as regards putting a model together, lesser mortals have not been blessed with the same
intellectual powers! So the initial task was to again to collect fuselages, wings & tails. All things
being equal, Robin must have built from plans! However, no plans came to light. Then it
transpired that a lot of “papers” had been skipped, perhaps included in the “papers” were plans
– oh woe indeed! There was no easy way out but to summon expert advice & call in the services
of Andrew, Nick & Ray. Credit where
credit is due – they didn’t complain or
grumble too much & indeed proved to be
most enthusiastic & a fount of knowledge!
So where did we start? All the component
parts – a seemingly random collection of
fuselages complete with beautifully
carved props, wings, tailplanes & fins were
piled into my old Previa & transported
home, ending up in what I call our “pod” in
the garden – which does have the benefit
of being well lit, waterproof & heated &
also relatively empty.
Photos were taken of the fuselages (13 in all) & sent to Andrew, Nick & Ray for potential
identification.

Figure 1: Thermalier

Figure 2: Parham 1949

Figure 3: Lim Joon

Figure 4: Wells Fargo

Figure 5: Hereward

Figure 6: Lim Joon
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Figure 7: NRG

Figure 8: Fullerton 1948

Figure 9: Pomona Champ

Figure 10: Boyle

Andrew in particular seemed to look upon this exercise as a challenge to his vast knowledge of
Wakefields! Anyway, within the week, back came a raft of answers from all, as indicated in the
annotated photos above .
This has left us with three Unidentified fuselages

Unidentified Model: Pic 1

Unidentified Model: Pic 2

Unidentified Model: Pic 3 (note diamond fuselage)
The next task was to bring together the wings, tailplanes & fins as appropriate. Fortunately
the guys had been very thoughtful & for almost every fuselage identified had sent some form
of 3d view or thumbnail plan to ease my task. A few mornings were devoted to a three
dimensional jigsaw, a lot of trying, measuring & juggling eventually ended with the results being
partially satisfying as listed below. Partially only in as much that three fuselages remain
unidentified as per photos above, so another challenge to our readers to identify these –
answers to me!
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Complete Models
Lim Joon - two models complete other than missing u/c: Wells Fargo: complete
NRG below complete

Incomplete Models:
Thermaleer: missing tailplane & u/c, slight damage to nose; (not a wakefield)
Parham: missing wing & tail: Hereward: missing tailplane: Fullerton: missing wing
Boyle Wake: missing tailplane: Pomona Champ: missing tailplane
There are props for all of these. All fuselages have tomy timers.
What next – the four identified complete models have already been placed & will go to a worthy
home in the New Year. Rational (!) decisions are to be made regarding what’s left. The models
where one or more components exist are fine candidates to be completed i.e. a new wing and/or
tailplane etc. etc. has to be built, so anyone who would like a challenge is welcome to contact
me & they can have the parts. These are the incomplete models listed above. Where possible a
pdf of the plan will be provided as well.
The bonus! In sorting through everything, Sue unearthed four more complete models discovered in two boxes – these
being an Evans Jaguar (won the
Wakefield Trophy in 1948), an Evans
Clipper, a Simon (Gutteridge Trophy
winner in 1949) & an unidentified
Monks Wakefield, all in really
excellent condition. Again, these are
free to a good home, just ask.
Simon (Model Aircraft)
Jaguar (Aeromodeller)
All of these models deserve to be flown. As has been mentioned elsewhere, this year (2022) is
the 70th year since Blomgren won the Wakefield Trophy & 90 years since Gordon Light did so
in somewhat controversial circumstances (according to the SMAE at the time). Remember too
there is the Croydon Wakefield Day on Easter Saturday. It is probable that there will be a
vintage Wakefield comp at our meeting on RAF Colerne airfield & maybe even some form of
comp at one of the Modelair meetings at Old Warden.
Wouldn’t it be a grand memorial to a very fine gentleman & talented modeller if one of his
models were to win or even place in any of these comps? So get up a head of steam, a burst of
enthusiasm & ask for a model or the component parts, find some rubber & have a go.

Roger Newman
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The Havard

-

Editor

HAVARD: The North American Aviation T-6 Texan
An American single-engined advanced trainer
aircraft used to train pilots of the United States
Army Air Forces (USAAF), United States Navy,
Royal Air Force, Royal Canadian Air Force and
other air forces of the British Commonwealth
during World War II and into the 1970s. Designed
by North American Aviation, the T-6 is known by a
variety of designations depending on the model
and operating air force. The United States Army Air
Corps (USAAC) and USAAF designated it as the
AT-6, the United States Navy the SNJ, and British
Commonwealth air forces the Harvard, the name
by which it is best known outside the US. Starting
in 1948, the new United States Air Force (USAF)
designated it the T-6, with the USN following in
1962. It remains a popular warbird used for airshow
demonstrations and static displays. It has also
been used many times to simulate various
historical aircraft, including the Japanese
Mitsubishi A6M Zero. A total of 15,495 T-6s of all
variants were built.

The Texan's ancestry goes back to the North American NA-16 prototype which was first flown on
April 1, 1935. In 1935, NAA submitted this design for the U.S. Army Air Corps Basic Trainer
Competition. NAA also targeted the export market.[1]
The modified NA-26 was submitted as an entry for a USAAC "Basic Combat Trainer " aircraft
competition in March 1937. Based on the NA-18, but with a foot longer wingspan, it was the first of
the NA-16 series with retractable gear. It was similar to the BT-9, but with a larger engine, the 550 hp
(410 kW) Pratt & Whitney R-1340 Wasp, and could accommodate two .30 in (7.62 mm) guns. The
BC-1 (NA-36) was the production version, with 177 built using R-1340-47 engines, the first delivered
on 9 June 1937. Some 30 were modified as BC-1-I instrument trainers. The armed version, the BC1A (NA-55-1), carried a .30 in (7.62 mm) machine gun on the starboard nose, and a flexible gun in
the rear. The 83 BC-1As built, used a NACA 2215 airfoil at the wing root, and a NACA 4412 airfoil
at the tip, with a 178 US gal (670 l; 148 imp gal) fuel capacity. Based on the BT-9s, the US Navy
received 40 NA-28 aircraft, designated NJ-1, 16 NA-52 aircraft, designated the SNJ-1, 36 SNJ-2s
based on the NA-65, and 25 SNJ-2s based on the NA-79.
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Aeromodeller Departed: Lindsey Smith - Roger Newman/Nick Peppiatt

It is with great sadness that we have to inform
members of the passing of Lindsey Smith in early
December.
As many of you will know, Lindsey was very helpful
in assisting David Baker to obtain the use of
Middle Wallop in the formative days of SAM1066
and indeed he was of considerable help to me
when I started to handle the annual licensing for
events at the same venue several years ago.
Additionally he was a very fine scale modeller and
an enthusiastic supporter of the Earl Stahl and
Masefield Trophy scale competitions - winning on
a few occasions as well.
Our deepest sympathies are extended to his
family at this time of year.
The photo above shows Lindsey holding one of his many scale models, a rubber-powered model
of the Pearson-Williams ‘Mr Smoothie’ racer, no doubt piloted by one of his vac-formed
miniature pilots.
Lindsey was a true scale aficionado for the greater part of his long modelling life. He started
modelling (to quote him) at “an early stage of life”, progressed through the usual stages of a
variety of kits and homed in on scale models when still at a tender age.
He oft quoted one R W Jones who apparently had scale plans published in the AeroModeller
between 1938 and 1942, comparing him favourably to Earl Stahl. However, it was the Earl Stahl
competitions at Middle Wallop that he often so ably organised and ran. To hear his summons
of the competitors to assemble and fly in the rounds was quite something.
He also found the time to write a couple of very readable articles for the SAM 35 Yearbooks
on “Horrible Hurricanes” and “Dime Scale”. This was whilst he was regularly writing the Scale
Column in SAM 35 Speaks from January 1989 to October 2013 and running a “cottage industry”
business called Small Scale Custom Services from home in conjunction with his wife Jane, to
make and supply (as the name says) small scale vac-formed components to fellow modellers.
During his life he amassed a considerable amount of books, plans and material related to full
size aviation and scale models, which now sadly must be sorted through and for which homes
have to be found.
Whenever our paths met at Middle Wallop, he was the most courteous and polite of men, a
pleasure with whom to have a talk. But (I guess) because of his military background and service,
he certainly knew how to get things organised and done.
We shall greatly miss his presence.

R.I.P.

Roger Newman & Nick Peppiatt
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Wallop Pictorial

-

John Andrews

I thought I’d dig back into my
picture files and present a few taken
in the good old days at Middle
Wallop.
There will be no particular order or
reason for any photograph shown,
just whatever catches my eye as I
wander down the files.
The earliest digital pictures I have
are from 2003 when I went to the
championships with Brian Roberts of
the Coventry Club. I had met Brian at
the indoor meetings he ran in the Coventry Sports Centre and he fixed us up with digs. This
was the first time I had stayed overnight for the meetings.

2003: Brian Robert’s beautifully built version of Ted Evans ‘Clipper’

2003: I step up for a kiss from the delightful Carol Farley, won best diesel Tomboy I think.
Just look behind at that well laden prize table
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2008: Some guys seem to get the plans back to front

2008: Yours truly with the good old ‘1939 Korda’ Wakefield

2009: Brian Conroy with his ‘ABC Robin’
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2009: Brian Conroy with his ‘Fieseler Storch’

2009: I pick up the ‘Jaguar’ Trophy

2009: Anyone remember the pig roast
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2010: Championships prize table

2010: The late Dick Twomey with a small version of his ‘Leprachaun’

2011: Dr.Martin Pike and son Rory, obviously a tiring three days as Martin dozes off whilst still standing.

John Andrews
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Secretary’s Notes for January 2022

-

Roger Newman

Lacking a bit of inspiration, I took a look at my notes from this time last year. Not a particularly
good idea as we seem to be in a very similar state as we were some 12 months ago regarding
Covid 19 & the restrictions imposed upon us. Thus far, no lock down yet but who know what may
be imposed on us in the New Year? I guess the positive take is that most of us are still here,
albeit a year older, a year more confused about life but still with hopes that we can get some
reasonable flying sessions in 2022, being the BMFA Centenary year!
What holds for next year? Being optimistic - briefly we have two shared events with Croydon,
a day at Colerne – license permitting & the possibility of hosting a vintage Wakefield event at
one of the Modelair days at Old Warden in May. Then of course there are the free flight Nats
– this year to be held over four days - perhaps a bit much for older legs but never mind, various
events on Salisbury Plain which this year will see the Crookham Gala hosting a special
Dixielander comp in September. More on all these to come in the New Year as details get
firmed up. The prospects for a possible event at Middle Wallop remain both uncertain &
unlikely, but we’ll keep trying. Consult the regular events page in the NC & on our website for
the latest info.
The BMFA has issued an update on the latest CAA model flying regulations. You should all have
received an email from them but just in case, here are the relevant details.
“There is a lot of information to digest, but to assist with this we have produced an updated
‘Quick Start Guide’ which can be viewed at https://rcc.bmfa.uk. We have also updated the
detailed guide which can be viewed at https://rcc.bmfa.uk/article-16 (the downloadable version
highlights any changes with sidebars), where you can also access the updated Article 16
Authorisation document.
All of this will be supported by the updated 2022 BMFA Member’s Handbook which we hope to
publish early in the New Year.
It remains the case that for most members and Clubs very little has changed in practical terms
and it is very much ‘business as usual’.”
Not a lot else worthy of comment, so have a happy New Year & here’s to some good flying in
2022.

Roger Newman

Models for the Month

-

Cessna Bird Dog: - electric powered free flight for KP01

Roger Newman
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Hoverking: - nice big oldish 72” span glider

Abstract Ant: - bit of indoor rubber

Pdf copies of plans are available free of charge from the DBHLibrary
See website sam1066.org

Roger Newman
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Model Clear-out

-

Paul Doidge

I am Club Secretary of Knutsford & District Model Flying Club, I have been given your details
by one of our members Ralph Sparrow.
A couple of days ago the club was contacted by a family member clearing the loft of Gordon
Seymour who was a very keen free-flighter for many years and a long standing member of our
club. Sadly he passed away several years ago, and his wife has passed this year.
On clearing the loft, a large collection of vintage models has been found, some built, many still
in their boxes. I have circulated the details to our club, but Ralph has suggested that much of
the collection, located in Padgate near Warrington, would be of more interest to you and your
members.
The person to contact is Ian Duane, his phone number is 07932 140064
I have attached the photographs he sent me of part of the collection. I hope it is of interest
to you, the family really want the models to go to good homes.

Paul Doidge
Club Secretary
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PS: Update on competition above
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Provisional Events Calendar 2022

With competitions for Vintage and/or Classic models
All competitions are provisional and Covid restrictions may apply, Check websites before attending

February 27th

Sunday

BMFA 1st Area Competitions

March 27th

Sunday

BMFA 2nd Area Competitions

April 15th

Good Friday

Northern Gala, Barkston

May 1st

Sunday

BMFA 3rd Area Competition

May 7th
May 8th

Saturday
Sunday

London Gala, Salisbury Plain
London Gala, Salisbury Plain

June 2nd
June 3rd.
June 4th
June 5th
June19th

Thursday
Friday
Saturday
Sunday
Sunday

FF Nationals, Barkston
FF Nationals, Barkston
FF Nationals, Barkston
FF Nationals, Barkston
BMFA 4th Area Competitions

July 10th
July 24th
July 30th
July 31st

Sunday
Sunday
Saturday
Sunday

BMFA 5th Area Competitions
SAM1066 Cagnarata Day, RAF Colerne
East Anglian Gala, Sculthorpe
East Anglian Gala, Sculthorpe

August 21st

Sunday

Southern Gala, Salisbury Plain

September 3rd
September 4th
September 11th

Saturday
Sunday
Sunday

Stonehenge Cup, Salisbury Plain
Equinox Cup, Salisbury Plain
BMFA 6th Area Competitions

October 2nd
October 16th
October 29th

Sunday
Sunday
Saturday

BMFA 7th Area Competitions
BMFA 8th Area Competitions
Midland Gala, Venue T.B.C.

November 6th
or November 13th

Sunday

Buckminster Gala

Please check before travelling to any of these events.
Access to MOD property can be withdrawn at very short notice!
For up-to-date details of SAM 1066 events at Salisbury Plain check the Website –
www.SAM1066.org
For up-to-date details of all BMFA Free Flight events check the websites
www.freeflightuk.org or www.BMFA.org
For up-to-date details of SAM 35 events refer to SAM SPEAKS or check the website
www.SAM35.org
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Useful Websites
SAM 1066
Flitehook, John Hook
Mike Woodhouse
BMFA
BMFA Southern Area
SAM 35
National Free Flight Society (USA)
Ray Alban
Belair Kits
Wessex Aeromodellers
US SAM website
Peterborough MFC
Outerzone -free plans
Vintage Radio Control
Model Flying New Zealand

–
-

www.sam1066.org
www.flitehook.net
www.freeflightsupplies.co.uk
www.bmfa.org
www.southern.bmfa.uk
www.sam35.org
www.freeflight.org
www.vintagemodelairplane.com
www.belairkits.com
www.wessexaml.co.uk
www.antiquemodeler.org
www.peterboroughmfc.org
www.outerzone.co.uk
www.norcim-rc.club
www.modelflyingnz.org

Raynes Park MAC
Sweden, Patrik Gertsson
Magazine downloads
Aerofred Plans
South Bristol MAC

-

www.raynesparkmac.c1.biz
www.modellvänner.se
www.rclibrary.co.uk
www.aerofred.com
www.southbristolmac.co.uk

control/left click to go to sites

Are You Getting Yours?

Membership Secretary
As most of you know, we send out an email each month letting you know
about the posting of the latest edition of the New Clarion on the website.
Invariably, a few emails get bounced back, so if you’re suddenly not hearing
from us, could it be you’ve changed your email address and not told us?
To get back on track, email membership@sam1066.org to let us know your
new cyber address (snailmail address too, if that’s changed as well).

P.S.
I always need articles/letters/anecdotes to keep the New Clarion going, please pen at least
one piece. I can handle any media down to hand written if that’s where you’re at. Pictures can
be jpeg or photo’s or scans of photos. I just want your input. Members really are interested
in your experiences even though you may think them insignificant.
If I fail to use any of your submissions it will be due to an oversight,
please feel free to advise and/or chastise

Your editor
John Andrews

